Rail transport at UNECE

80th session of the Inland Transport Committee
Geneva, 22 February 2018

Hinne Groot – Vice Chair, Working Party on Rail Transport (SC.2)
Annual workshop – Rail Reform in the ECE region

• Examples of rail reform across the region and beyond
• Lively discussion on different models and approaches
• Prepared a follow-up publication
  (ECE/TRANS/2018/12)
  (1st publication for almost 5 years)
• Conclusions: No one size fits all solution, fundamental that the sector is on a sound financial footing before reform.
Activities of SC.2 - 1

- European Agreement on Main International Railway Lines (AGC)
- Unified Railway Law
- New Convention of the facilitation of border crossing of frontiers for passengers and baggage by rail
- Implementation of ITC Resolution 264
Activities of SC.2 - 2

• Rail security
  • Electronic space on rail security
  • Upcoming workshop
• Railway infrastructure and PPPs
• ITS and the railways
• Productivity in Rail Transport
• Rail Review
• Rail statistics
The next (72nd) session of SC.2 will take place in Geneva
21-23 November 2018

Thank you for your attention

sc.2@unece.org